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Sharing Knowledge without Sharing Data:
On the false choice between the privacy and utility of
information

Abstract: Boston's high-profile initiative to study the gender pay gap in the city was stalled by concerns about the confidentiality of payroll
information of over 120,000 employees from more than 170 employer organizations. At its essence, the issue was the mistaken belief by
city officials and corporate executives that data sharing is a prerequisite to knowledge sharing. This false choice between data utility and
data privacy is the result of an over-emphasis in the research community on the development of infrastructures and platforms for “data
sharing” with an expectation of altruism from data owners. In this talk, I will argue for an alternative tack that allowed this first-of-its-kind
initiative to be carried out, namely the development of infrastructures and platforms that allow knowledge extraction from multiple data
sets that remain otherwise private, using a cryptographic technique called secure multi-party computation (MPC).
MPC techniques enable society to benefit from collective data analysis in contexts where the raw data are encumbered by legal and
corporate policy restrictions on data sharing. However, MPC's substantial social benefits cannot be realized unless principals of
participating organizations have a clear, confident understanding of how MPC protects their sensitive data and mathematically guarantees
compliance with data sharing restrictions. With that goal in mind, In the first part of this talk, I will provide details of the architectural design
and implementation of our MPC platform which was informed by nearly two years' worth of discussions with personnel from key
participating organizations (including CIOs, CTOs, HR executives, and lawyers), social scientists, and members of the city council that
commissioned the study.
Real-world applications that could benefit significantly from MPC are developed by data analysts who lack MPC knowledge. Moreover,
these applications require the use of very large data sets managed by organizations that employ different computational stacks internally,
and which are subject to different compliance constraints. To address these challenges, we have extended our platform by integrating it
with existing big-data workflow management in a cloud setting, and by incorporating optimized MPC implementations of common
algorithms into software libraries. In the second part of my talk, I will summarize these extensions and will show performance results from
a number of at-scale deployments, including the computation of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of market concentration used in
antitrust regulation on an aggregate 156 GB of data from five mutually distrusting companies, and the analysis of cybersecurity risks
associated with threat propagation through the interconnection of multiple ISP networks. Time permitting, I will discuss a number of secure
MPC platforms that we developed in support of other applications, including private network security analytics and privacy-preserving ride
sharing services.
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